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ABSTRACT:
VaAsLoub m&thodi fioA updating Input-Output tablai have,
ptiopoAed and compaAtioni have been made on statistical bases, In
note me show on theoretical bases that several Linear programming
lations are not suitable to this problem since a large proportion
resulting coefficients assume arbitrarily preset values.

been
this
formu
of the
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The problem of updating Input-Output tables from an initial table
and known row an column totals is frequently faced by government agencies
in their policy-making activities.

The same problem also arises in statis

tical studies [ 14 ], [ 6 ] as well as in the estimation of telephone traffic
[ 7 ] , [ 11 ] , [4] and urban trip distribution [ 5, chap. 4 ] .

Various

methods for solving these problems have been proposed (see the surveys
by Lecomber [ 8 ] and Stemmeulen [ 13] for the application to Input-Output
tables).

Several comparisons have been made between these methods on an
experimental or statistical basis.

In particular Davis et al. [ 2 ] have

compared the well-known RAS method and two variants of a Linear Programming
(LP) method proposed by Matuszewski et al. [9 ] .

They have used the 1963

US National Input-Output table to derive a 1967 updated table which was com
pared with the actual 1967 data.

They concluded that there is a clear su

periority of the RAS technique over the LP approaches.

In this note theoretical considerations are used to establish the
inadequacy of these LP approaches to this problem.
posed

We show how the pro

LP method can be formulated as a variant of the transportation
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problem of linear programming, the solution of which involves a large
proportion of updated coefficients assuming arbitrarily ptiUeX VCUtuZA.

In mathematical notations,
is the following:

the problem considered in [ 9 ] and [ 2]

given an m x n table of reference values x ij’ row

and column totals w^

(i=l,...m) and u^ (j=l,

• è •

n) and lower and upper

bounds r^ and sjj respectively for cell (i,j) for year t, find values
x^j for all cells (i,j) such that x
ij

minimize

2

(x,J
ij

i>j

subject to

I Xij ' "U I / x ij

2 u^
j 2

= 2 w!1 .
i

>

(1)

S
i

t
Xij

t
Uj ’

(2)

2
j

t
t
Xij = wi *

(3)

t
t
rij ^ Xij

Here I y I

^ 0 which

t
s
' “ij
*

(4)

denotes the absolute value of y and it is assumed that
Here and in the sequel, only cells (i,j) such that

0 are considered.

t
, t
.. and s.^ are given for cell (i,j) before
Since the values x ij' rij
solution of (1) - (4), we call them the pÆeA&t vaZu.eJ>

related to variable
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t
Xij‘

It will be shown that in an optimal solution to (1) - (4) most of

these

^j 7s will assume one of the preset values.
Problem (l)-(4) is a nonlinear programming problem which can be

reduced to the LP format in different ways.
such a reduction.

Matuszewski et al. [ 9 ] proposed

We introduce here a slightly different transformation provi

ding more insight into the structure of optimum solutions to problem (l)-(4).

Consider the following change of variables,
t
t ^ t
Xij = yij + Zij

t
"ij

if r*. <
ij
Xij

with (i)

(5)

then

s

t ^ t <^rij < yij < Xij

and

(6a)

t
Zij ^ Sij “ Xij ;

0 ^ z!”

(ii)

if r.ij

t
Sij

Xij

t
rij

t
yij

t
s
-ij

and

(iii)

j
Zij

if

=

t
rij “ Xij

then

and

(6b)

(7b)

0 ;

< rjj < s^

t
yij = "ij

(7a)

then

and

t ^
Zij

(6c)

t
ij

Xij ;

(7c)

A

and define the LP problem:

minimize
, t
t .
(yij,Zij)

2 ((x_ - yjj) + zij) / x±i

subject to 2 yC
i

+ zC
ij

(8)

t
Uj ’

(9)

? y«+ zy

t

t
t
ij = w.,

(10)

(ID

(6a) - (7c).

Clearly the constraints (9) - (11) are equivalent to (2) - (4) and
problem (1) - (4) is feasible if and only if problem (8) - (11) is fea
sible.

We claim that in an optimum solution (y^ , z^) to (8) - (11) , we
cannot have both y.. < Xij and z^. > 0.
ij
ij

For otherwise adding a constant

S to y^ and subtracting it from z^^ for the same cell (i,j) violating
this condition defines another feasible solution whenever
0 < 5 < Min
by 2 6/x

-t
* ij ‘ "ij5;

with objective function value (8) smaller

ij *

Hence under conditions (9) - (11), minimizing (8) is equivalent to:
minimize

2 | (x
- y*,) + z!\ I
i,j
ij
ij
ij

/ x

(12)
ij

which in turn is equivalent to minimizing (1).
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The LP problem (8) - (11) is a generalization of the classical
transportation problem of linear programming in which parallel arcs
(or cells) and both lower and upper bounds on these arcs are allowed.
Since this problem has m + n constraints (in addition to the bound
constraints (11)) and since m + n - 1 of these constraints are linearly
independent [1 ] , [ 12 ] , it follows from LP theory (ibid.) that when
the problem is feasible there exists an optimum (basic) feasible solution in which at most m + n - 1 variables y^. and z^. assume a value
ij
ij
distinct from their bounds. Thus there is an optimum solution to pro
blem (1) - (4) in which at most m + n - 1 variables x!\ assume a value
distinct from the pfieA&t v&luZA

, r^ and sC
ij "

In the experiment reported in [ 2 ] , the size of the table was
m = n = 50 and there were 1899

nonzero x / s.
ij

From the observations

made in the previous paragraph it can be expected that at least 1800
coefficients x^ would be equal to some of their preset values,

Indeed

in this study [ 2 ] , the authors solved problem (1) - (4) through a linear
programming formulation

LP(1) distinct from (8) - (11).

They made inte-

resting comparisons between the computed values and the actual 1967 coeffi
cients and they also gave in their Table 2 some details on the numbers of
computed values which deviated from the base year coefficients (corresponding to x

ij

in (1) - (4)).

From these data, we infer that 1801 coefficients

did not change from their initial value.

Furthermore among the remaining

98 changing coefficients there may be still some which hit their lower
or upper bounds.

The authors also used another formulation LP(2) in

6

which all

= 0 and s^. = + 00.
ij

The corresponding total number of compu-

ted coefficients keeping their base year value was then 1790, that is
again more than 94% of the nonzero cells.

The major drawback of the LP approach to this problem seems to be
that it implies that too many coefficients remain to their initial values
while it allows quite large variations

for the others.

Indeed this is

the reason for the introduction of lower and upper bounds in (4), "admit
tedly very arbitrary" [ 9 p. 206] .

In addition these methods do not seem

appropriate for incorporating additionnai information limiting the possible
variation of some coefficients:

indeed most of the coefficients will either

keep the initial value or assume an extreme value.

The same observation

also applies for a convex piecewise linear objective function in (1).

In

that case most of the coefficients will assume a value corresponding to a
breakpoint of the objective fonction, that is, again a quite arbitrary
value.

In conclusion it seems advisable, on the grounds of these theoretical
remarks, to use a more smooth convex objective function instead of (1).
The procedures of Almon, Friedlander and the classical RAS method
are of this type - see [8 p.3] for a survey.

itself

According to Lecomber,

"available evidence ( t • • ) suggests that, provided the initial discrepancies are not too large, the results are not very sensitive to the method
used.

The comparative simplicity of RAS over the other methods that

7

preserve signs is an overriding asset", [8 p.2].

In addition such methods

can easily take advantage of additional information obtained through
complementary methods such as sampling and interview methods [10], [ 3 ]
or the interesting proposal recently made by Stemmeulen [ 13] , of using
methods of factorial analysis.

j

i
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